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iTrackPro LITE

ITG LITE
Is a robust device, easy hidden installation that integrates GPS, GPRS and
SMS, in a compact design for real time tracking. Creative device perfect for
vehicle security, monitoring and recovery.
Its GPS module is included, which alloes to obtain data with excellent accuracy
and it use its GSM function to send the information to a pre-configured
cellphone, or a monitoring server in real time.
It counts with free technical support and 2 years warranty agains factory failure.
We offer the option of training with this device.
Feauted Details
It groups 100 Pos. and it sends it through GPRS, circular Geofence per time and
100 km radium. Panic button, Voltage 10-25V, <80mA Standby, Accessory:
Microphone for remote hearing.

WEB TRACKING
Real Time Solution
Monitoring, Vehicle Recovery

FUNCTIONALITIES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

- Personal or Vehicle GPS Locaton and fleet management.

- GSM Module : GSM 850 / 900 - 1800 /
1900MHz

- Engine and Fuel remote control.
- GPS chipset: SIRF3
- No cost real time tracking platform
- GPS Sensitivity: -159dBm
- Worldwide use
- GPS Frequency: L1, 1575.42MHz
- Frequency: GSM 900/1800/1900MHz
- GPS Precision: 5-25meter
- High sensitivityGPS chip, high technology.
- Speed accuracy: 0.1 meter / second
- Accurate location even when signal is weak or cover by the
surroundings.
- Excellent performance on limited spaces such narrow streets or high
traffic cities.

- Time accuracy: Synchronized for GPS
- Default Datum: WGS-84
- Hot Start: 1second

- Compact and easy hidden installation.
- Cold Start: 38 seconds
- Low energy consumption.
- Max ASL: 18000 meters
- Fast GPS Reception.
- Max Speed: 515 meters/seconds
- SMS and GPRS communication mode.
-Gravitational Acceleration : 4g
- Alarms and remote monitoring supported (optional).
- Working Temperature: -20---65°
- It supports SMS and internet tracking and location.
- Humidity: 5%---95%
- Monitoring and location from the vehicle.
- Voltage: 10V—25V
- Location from a cellphone through SMS.
- Power: 10V—25V
- Panic function (SOS, optional).
- Stand by avarega current: < 80MA
- LED: LED indicates the GPS, GSM and
other working status.
- Alarm Switch: SOS

WEB TRACKING

OUR PROFILE
We are a company pioneer in GPS system integration and software development for
vehicle location worlwide. We have a wide tracking solution range, from 1996, year on
which we started manufacturing national level (Uruguay), all kinds of GPS devices for
tracking through AMPS and CDPD cellular technology, that was the ones that led the
market in that time.
We export tracking solutions to 100 countries, and finally to get the costs lower, we
manufacture our own equipments directly in Asia – to which we configure the firmware
(the “brain”) totally designed in Uruguay.
This mean that the technology is created 100% by uruguayan technicians, meanwhile
manufacturing is done with high qualities norms and more competitive prices - that is
the advantage that has hiring the offshore components assembly, as well as to
minimize errors and factory failure to 1thousand rate.
We offer our high qualified and multidisciplinary staff, who are the ones that are in
charge of sales and setting up – as we think that those who establish first contact with
the client and advice as well, must deepen their relationship and responsability to client
always. This way lasting relationships are established, on which fast response to
clients are guaranteed on matters to failure or incompatibility or to possible new
accessories integration and adaptation, as well as to create a system according to
clients need.
The fact of offering a turnkey solution makes us to improve our service, as we need
always to overcome and continue marketing in order to continue within the market. We
focus on the prodcut and we dont charge for technical support, this is why we think that
we provide a perfectly profitable equation – which provide reliability and minimize
monthly costs from our clients.
We are located in the central area from Montevdieo, Uruguay, and our worldwide
approach has been mainly through internet; until the current date we have sold over
than 50.000 units, existing a huge demand in the last years, in regards of the GPS
Solutions markets.
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